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TIME SCHEDULE 

 

Module Topic Periods  

I 
Properties, testing and inspection of materials 

                                                             Test – 1 

20 

2 

II 
Measuring instruments, gauges and comparators 

                                                                   Test – 2 

20 

2 

III 
Smithing and forging, welding, soldering and brazing 

                                                                   Test -  3 

20 

2 

IV Carpentry, foundry, bench work and fitting 

                                                                   Test – 4 

22 

2 

Total 90 

 

OBJECTIVES 
 

UNIT - I 
 

1.1.0 Understand the Properties, testing and inspection of engineering materials  
1.1.1 Explain different properties of materials 

1.1.2 Explain material testing and its objectives 

1.1.3 Explain destructive testing methods 

1.1.4 Explain tensile and compressive test 

1.1.5 Draw and explain the stress- strain diagram of ductile material 

1.1.6 Explain the different hardness testing methods 

1.1.7 Explain fatigue test 

1.1.8 Explain creep test 

1.1.9 Explain non-destructive testing methods 

1.1.10 Explain radiographic testing methods (x-ray, r-ray) 

1.1.11 Explain ultrasonic inspection of metals 

 

UNIT – II 
 

2.1.0 Understand Measuring instruments, gauges and comparators 
2.1.1 Classify different measuring instruments 

2.1.2 Explain the working of different measuring instruments 

2.1.3 Classify the different types of gauges 

2.1.4 Explain the use of different gauges 

2.1.5 Classification of Comparators 

2.1.6 Explain the working of different comparators 



 

UNIT – III 
3.1.0 Understand Smithing and forging, welding, soldering and brazing 
3.1.1 Define smithing and forging 

3.1.2 Explain Hearths and Furnaces 

3.1.3 Explain the different forging processes 

3.1.4 Explain different forging tools 

3.1.5 Explain smith forging operations 

3.1.6 Define welding 

3.1.7 List various types of welding 

3.1.8 Outline the advantages and limitations of welding. 

3.1.9 Explain the principle of arc welding 

3.1.10 Explain about D C generators 

3.1.11 Explain about A C transformer 

3.1.12 Analyse the advantages and limitations of D C generators and A C transformers. 

3.1.13 List the welding positions 

3.1.14 List the types of welded joints 

3.1.15 Identify various welded joints by BIS symbols 

3.1.16 Select electrodes for a particular weld 

3.1.17 Identify various types of electrodes 

3.1.18  Identify the specification of electrodes 

3.1.19 List the functions performed by the coatings 

3.1.20 Define gas welding 

3.1.21 Identify oxy –acetylene welding 

3.1.22 List the major advantages and limitations 

3.1.23 Identify the types of flame 

3.1.24 Name the systems of oxy-acetylene welding 

3.1.25 State the function of pressure regulators, welding torch and nozzles 

3.1.26 Function of  filler rod and flux 

3.1.27 Explain briefly submerged arc welding, tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding, metal inert gas   (MIG) 

welding, Atomic hydrogen welding and Thermit welding. 

3.1.28   List the defects in welded joints 

3.1.29   Identify the causes of defects in welding 

3.1.30   Classify the testing and inspection of welded joints 

3.1.31   Define soldering and brazing 

3.1.32   Compare welding, soldering and brazing 
 

UNIT – IV 
4.1.0 Understand the carpentry, foundry, bench work and fitting 

4.1.1 Explain  the carpentry material :- Timber 

4.1.2 Structure of wood 

4.1.3 Classification of timber 

4.1.4 Seasoning of timber 

4.1.5 Explain the different Carpentry tools 

4.1.6 Explain the different carpentry processes 

4.1.7 List the various types of carpentry joints (names only) 

4.1.8 Explain foundry 

4.1.9 Explain the different types of foundry tools and equipments 

4.1.10 Explain the preparation of moulding sand 

4.1.11 Explain types of moulding sand 

4.1.12 Explain the properties of moulding sand 

4.1.13 Explain various moulding processes 

4.1.14 Explain different pattern materials  

4.1.15 Explain types of patterns 

4.1.16 Explain pattern allowances 

4.1.17 Explain fitting 

4.1.18 Explain different operations in fitting 

4.1.19 Explain different types of tools used in fitting 



 

 

CONTENT DETAILS 

 

UNIT – I:  Properties, testing and inspection of materials 
 

Metallic and non-metallic properties such as: - Mechanical, physical, and chemical properties 

Mechanical properties:- strength, hardness, toughness, brittleness, creep, fatigue, stiffness, ductility, 

malleability, elasticity and plasticity. 

Physical properties: - density, viscosity, color, finish, porosity, specific gravity, , fusibility, thermal 

properties such as specific heat, thermal conductivity, thermal resistance, and thermal diffusivity, Magnetic 

properties, Electrical Properties such as Resistance, Resistivity, conductance and conductivity, 

capacitance. 

Chemical properties: - Corrosion resistance, acidity and alkalinity. 

Destructive testing: - tensile and compressive test 

Hardness test: - Brinell, Rock well and Vickers Hardness tests 

Impact test, Fatigue test and Creep test 

Non-destructive testing: - Radio graphic, ultrasonic testing 

Inspection- spark test, magnetic particle, x-ray and dye penetration tests 

 

UNIT – II:  Measuring instruments, gauges and comparators 

 

 Classification of measuring instruments- precision and non precision instruments(definition and name 

only), direct reading and indirect measuring instruments(definition and name only), linear measuring 

instruments, angular measuring instruments and plane surface measuring instruments (name and 

description only), line measuring and end measuring devices(name and description only) 

Vernier caliper, micrometer (inside, outside, depth and vernier), vernier height gauge, vernier depth gauge, 

vernier bevel protractor 

Classifications of gauges- Plug, ring, snap, screw pitch gauge, feeler gauge, standard wire gauge and 

indicating gauges. 

Comparators – Mechanical comparators, Electrical comparators, Optical comparators, Pneumatic 

comparators,  

 

UNIT – III: Smithing and forging, welding, soldering and brazing 

 

Smithing and forging 

Hearth - classification of hearth-open and closed hearth, single or double hearth 

Furnaces – elements of furnace, types of furnace (batch type furnace, continuous type furnace, slot type 

furnace, rotary hearth furnace, and high frequency induction furnace) 

Forging processes- classification of forging processes-flat die forging and closed dye forging 

Forging tools- anvil, swage block, hammers (hand hammer and sledge hammer, ball peen, straight peen 

and cross peen hammer), tongs, chisels, swages, fullers, flaters, set hammer, punch and drift 

Smith forging operations- upsetting, drawing down, setting down, punching, bending, welding, cutting 

Welding – introduction, classification of welding, advantages and limitation of welding. Arc welding – 

Principle of arc welding, arc welding machines – D.C. generators, A.C. transformers. Advantages and 

limitations of each. Welding positions –– flat, horizontal , vertical and overhead welding, welded joints -

butt, lap ,corner , tee ,edge ,V- joints, U-joint, symbols as per BI S code. 

Selection of welding electrodes – Electrode coatings –   functions of Electrode coating. Gas welding - Oxy 

– Acetylene welding. Major advantages and limitations – type of flames –functions and operation of oxy – 

acetylene cylinders, pressure regulators, welding torch, nozzle. Gas welding procedure – selection of filler 

rod and flux. Brief explanation of submerged arc welding, tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding, metal inert 

gas (MIG) welding, Atomic hydrogen welding. 

 

Thermit welding – brief description only. Defects in welding – causes and remedies of the defects, 

porosity, poor penetration, warping, under cut, distortion crack, poor appearances. 

Testing and inspection of welding joints (Name only): Soldering and brazing – brief description only. 

Comparison between welding, soldering and brazing 



 
UNIT – IV:  Carpentry, foundry, bench work and fitting 

 

Carpentry material-timber- structure, classification- soft wood, hard wood, seasoning of timber-types of 

seasoning, need of seasoning 

Carpentry tools- marking and measuring tools, cutting tools, planning tools, boring tools, striking tools, 

holding tools 

Carpentry processes- marking, sawing, planning, chiseling, boring, grooving, rebating, moulding 

Carpentry joints-halving joints, mortise and tenon joints, bridle joints, butt or rubble joint, dovetail joint 

Foundry- foundry tools like rammer, trowel, slick, lifter, strike -off bar, bellow, sprue pin, mallet, gate 

cutter, swab, vent rod, draw spike, moulding box 

Composition of moulding sands-  

Types of moulding sand: - Green sand, dry sand, parting sand, loom sand, facing sand and core sand 
– their ingredient and use. 

Properties of molding sand- porosity, plasticity, adhesiveness, cohesiveness, refractoriness 

Moulding processes: - Bench moulding, pit moulding, floor moulding and sweep moulding 

Pattern materials- wood, metal, plastics, plaster 

Types of patterns- single piece pattern, split pattern, match plate pattern, gated pattern, loose piece pattern, 

sweep pattern etc.. 

Pattern allowances- shrinkage allowance, draft allowance, machining allowance, distortion or camber 

allowance, rapping allowance 

Fitting –operations like chipping, filing, scraping, grinding, sawing, marking, drilling, reaming, tapping, 

dieing. 
Tools used in fitting- vice (bench vice, pipe vice, hand vice), files- various types of files-specification of files 

Chisels, hammers, hack saw, scrapers, punches, surface plate, surface gauge, V-block, angle plate, try square, 

combination set, steel rule, calipers(outside and inside), divider, scriber, drills, , reamer, tap and tap wrench, die 

and die stock, goggles 
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